The influence of morphological structure was investigated in two types of word recognition tasks with Serbian materials. Morphological structure included both inflectional and derivational formations and comparisons were controlled for word class and the orthographic and phonological similarity offorms. In Experiments 1, 2, and 3, the pattern of facilitation to target decision latencies was examined following morphologically-related primes in a repetition priming task. Although all morphologically-related primes facilitated targets relative to an unprimed condition, inflectionally-related primes produced significantly greater effects than did derivationally-related primes. In Experiments 4, 5, and 6 subjects were required to segment and shift an underlined portion from one word onto a second word and to name the result aloud. The shifted letter sequence was sometimes morphemic (e.g., the equivalent of ER in DRUMMER) and sometimes not (e.g., the equivalent of ER in SUMMER). Morphemic letter sequences were segmented and shifted more rapidly than their nonmorphemic controls when they were inflectional affixes but not when they were derivational affixes. These results indicate that (a) morphological effects cannot be ascribed to orthographic and phonological structure, (b) the constituent morphemic structure of a word contributes to word recognition and (c) morphemic structure is more transparent for inflectional than for derivational formations.
Morphology underlies the productivity of the word-formation process and a word's fit into the syntactic frame of a sentence. Linguists distinguish between two classes of morphological formations. Words that differ in their derivational affixes but share a base morpheme (e.g., CALCULATION, CALCULATOR) are generally considered to be different lexical items and to have different meanings. Words that differ in their inflectional affixes (e.g., CALCULATING, CALCULATED) but share a base morpheme are generally considered to be versions of the same The research reported here was conducted at the Laboratory for Experimental Psychology at the University of Belgrade and was supported by funds from National Institute of Child Health and Development Grant HD-01994 to Haskins Laboratories. Portions were presented to the November 1987 meeting of the Psychonomic Society. I wish to thank Darinka Andjelkovic who conducted the experiments and Dragana Barac-Cikoja and Petar Makara who helped prepare the materials. Valuable comments on earlier versions of this manuscript were provided by David Balota, Gary Dell, Carol Fowler, James Neely and several anonymous reviewers and I thank them all. 69 word, with the particular version that appears in a sentence being determined by the syntax of the sentence. In general, inflectional formations are more productive, do not change word class membership relative to the base morpheme and are more constrained by syntax (Anderson, 1982) than are derivational formations. In addition, meanings of inflected forms tend to be compositional of the meaning of the base and affix morphemes, whereas meanings of derived forms are less often compositional. The present study examines how inflectional and derivational formations are processed.
Four principles of lexical storage have been proposed for words composed of several morphemes, that is morphologically-complex words. First, a principle of economic storage makes it appealing to represent complex forms in terms of a base morpheme. Accounts based on base morphemes are adequate for inflectional forms (e.g., Caramazza, Laudanna, & Romani, 1988) but are less plausible for derivations, in part, because (a) the formation rules for derivations are complex and there is no way to ascertain whether a particular form has been created and (b) the semantic contribution of the base morpheme to the meaning of the morphologically complex derivational form is unpredictable. Second, accounts based on the stem (base morpheme plus derivational affix, if any e.g., Burani & Laudanna, 1992) posit different representations for inflections and derivations. For example, in a lexical decision task where both items are formed around the same base morpheme, words with a derivational affix produce different patterns of facilitation between items relative to words with only an inflectional affix (Laudanna, Badecker, & Caramazza, 1992) . Although it is likely that the lexical representation of inflected and derived forms differs, the relation between the two types of formations is underspecified. Third, morphologically complex words may be represented mentally as whole forms, without reference to their constituents (Butterworth, 1983) . Fourth, Caramazza and his colleagues have proposed that both base morpheme and whole word are units for lexical access, that these alternatives are not mutually exclusive (e.g., Caramazza, Miceli, Silveri, & Laudanna, 1985) , and that word frequency may playa key role .
The repetition priming paradigm (Stanners, Neiser, Hernon, & Hall, 1979) , yielded evidence that morphological relationships constitute a principle of organization within the internal lexicon. The influence of morphological relatedness is assessed by comparing lexical decision latency or accuracy to the target preceded by a morphological relative to (a) a first presentation of the target word (i.e., no prime) and (b) an identical repetition of the target word. Sometimes the reduction in reaction times and errors that occurs with morphological relatives as primes is equivalent to the effect of an identical repetition (e.g., Fowler, Napps, & Feldman, 1985) . Other times, decision latencies to targets following morphological relatives are reduced relative to first presentations but are slower than identical repetitions. The latter pattern is ambiguous. It has been interpreted as evidence of separate lexical entries (e.g., Stanners et al., 1979) and as evidence of interrelated entries (e.g., Fowler et al., 1985) .
Facilitation due to morphological relatedness occurs in the lexical decision task across a variety of languages including Serbian (Feldman & Fowler, 1987) , Hebrew (Bentin & Feldman, 1990) , as well as English (Fowler et al., 1985; Feldman, 1992) and American Sign Language (Hanson & Feldman, 1989) and across a variety of conditions. Facilitation in repetition priming has been observed when prime and target are in either the same or different modalities (Fowler, et al., 1985 ; see also Kirsner, Milech, & Standen, 1983) . Primes can be morphologically complex and targets can be morphologically simple or primes can be simple and targets complex (Feldman & Fowler, 1987; Schriefers, Friederici, & Graetz, 1992) . The latter observation is significant because morphologically simple forms tend to be higher in frequency than morphologically complex forms. For complex targets, both derived and inflected formations show effects based on morphological relatedness (Fowler et al., 1985; Schriefers et al., 1992) .
Several studies have tried to compare patterns of facilitation at long or at short lags for primetarget pairs related by inflection and by derivation. Differences in facilitation (ms) for targets following morphologically-related and unrelated primes are summarized in Table 1 . As shown there, inflectional primes typically produce greater facilitation than derivational primes but the difference is often not statistically significant. For example, the words POTARONO and POTETE are related by inflection and the words POTATORE and POTETE are related by derivation. In a lexical decision task, both pairs produced faster latencies than unrelated pairs (Laudanna et al., 1992; Exp. 1) . In these experiments, morphological relationship was defined on a single lexical item in Italian. Similarly, SPARIZIONE meaning disappearance is defined as a derivation whereas SPARIVANO meaning they disappeared is defined as an inflection. Only the latter slowed recognition of (morphologicallyunrelated) SPARATI which is the past participle of shot and is formed from a different but homographic base morpheme (Laudanna et al., 1992; Exp. 3) . In a repetition priming task with German materials (Schriefers et al., 1992) , inflectional primes consisting of different inflected adjective forms produced greater facilitation than derivational primes consisting of abstract nouns formed from adjectives. Finally, in Hebrew (Feldman & Bentin, in press), morphological relationship was defined over the word pair because it is not always obvious which item is derived from which, but no differences between inflections and derivations were observed in the repetition priming task. In short, the pattern of results observed with various priming procedures indicates that differences between inflectional and derivational facilitation have appeared, but that they are often not reliably significant in separate comparisons. The repetition priming results summarized above clearly demonstrate that under some conditions, morphological effects do arise in word recognition tasks. However, contrasts between the effects of inflections and derivations have not been compelling. Some of the experiments included both inflectional and derivational forms but they did not explicitly compare these types of morphological formations. When planned comparisons between inflectionally-and derivationally-related prime-target pairs have been included, results have been equivocal. For example, whereas Stanners et al. (1979) reported significant differences in magnitude of facilitation for these two types of formations when they were regular only, Fowler et al. (1985) found no significant difference although small numerical differences typically were evident. Although these experiments with English materials included a comparison of facilitation with inflectional and derivational primes, this comparison is not without its problems. In English, inflectional formations tend to be more similar in form and meaning than are derivational formations (or alternatively, forms related by inflection share a stem as well as a base morpheme whereas forms related by derivation typically share only a stem). This observation is relevant because at short lags, orthographic overlap is sometimes reported to influence the pattern of facilitation in this and similar tasks (Emmorey, 1989; Napps & Fowler, 1987; Stolz & Feldman, in press ). Moreover, the number of inflectional affixes for English is severely limited relative to the number of derivational affixes. These limitations impede a rigorous experimental comparison between inflectional and derivational formations with English materials.
By contrast, in Serbian it is possible to identify inflection-derivation pairs with only minimal differences in form and meaning. One such contrast entails agents and other nouns formed from verbs. For example, PEVAC, meaning singer, is formed from the verbal base morpheme PEV and the derivational affix AC. The same base morpheme appears in all present tense forms of the verb to sing including PEVA and PEVAM. Other sets of inflection-derivation pairs entail verb forms that share a base morpheme but differ in aspect (which reflects temporal properties of the verb). Perfective and imperfective aspect can be marked by the vowel ofthe suffix, by a prefix or by an infix. Although it is sometimes difficult to ascertain which is the derived form, it is well established that perfective and imperfective verbs in Serbian are derivationally related to each other. (Therefore, in the present study, derivation will be defined relative to a target.) Of course, each can be inflected to produce different verb forms. For both agent and aspect type of derivations, it is possible to identify inflectional forms with the same base morpheme so that the orthographic and phonemic overlap of primes with targets is matched across derivational and inflectional comparisons.
The first three of the present experiments were repetition priming experiments in which native speakers of Serbian performed a lexical decision task with Serbian materials. Targets were preceded by other forms that were either inflectionally or derivationally related to the target. Inflectional and derivational formations were matched for phonological and orthographic overlap with the target. In Experiment 1, targets such as PEVA (third person singular verb) were preceded an average of ten items earlier in the list by (a) an identical repetition, PEVA (b) the inflectionally-related prime, PEVAM (first person singular verb) or (c) the derivationally-related prime, PEVAC (nominative singular of agentive). Inflectional and derivational primes were matched with respect to orthographic and phonological similarity to the target but derivational forms did not preserve the word class of the target. In Experiment 2, prefixed or infixed imperfective verb targets in third person plural such as OBARE and GURNU were preceded by (a) an identical repetition, (b) an inflectionally-related prime, OBARIM or GURNEM (first person singular verbs), or (c) a derivationally-related prime, BARIM or GURAM (first person singular verbs) that differed in aspect. In Experiment 3, perfective targets such as NOSE (third person plural verbs) were preceded by (a) an identical repetition, (b) an inflectionally-related prime, NOSIM (first person singular verbs) or (c) a derivationally-related prime, NOSAM (imperfective first person singular verbs) where the last differed in aspect. Here, all primes and targets were verb forms and prime-target similarity was matched across one half of the inflectional and derivational primes. Using planned comparisons, target facilitation in lexical decision following inflectionally-related primes and derivationally-related primes was compared and facilitation following derivationallyrelated primes relative to first presentations was assessed.
In order to ascertain that the morphological effects observed in repetition priming were not specific to the lexical decision task, the effect of morphology was also investigated in a second experimental task. In Experiments 4, 5, and 6, subjects were required to segment and shift the final sequence of letters from a visually-presented source word to a target word and to name the new form aloud. Morphemic segments were compared with their phonemically-and orthographically-matched but nonmorphemic controls and both inflectional and derivational segments were examined. The structure of experimental materials for the present study is described in Table 2 .
By linguistic accounts, the component structure of inflections is more transparent than that of derivations. The repetition priming task has proven itself to be sensitive to morphological relations between prime and target, but attempts to compare the patterns of facilitation in repetition priming for inflectionally-and derivationally-related prime-targets pairs have not yielded unambiguous results. This outcome may reflect the fact that in English, derivational affixes tend to be composed of more letters and to be semantically less· compositional than are inflectional affixes. Experiment 1 was designed to compare these two types of morphological formations when effects of affix length are matched. In Serbian, it is easier to meet these constraints than in English because extensive families of words are formed from the same base morpheme. 
Methods
Subjects. Twenty-seven first year students from the Department of Psychology at the University of Belgrade participated in Experiment 1. All were native speakers of Serbian. All had vision that was normal or corrected to normal and had prior experience in reaction-time studies.
Stimulus materials. Twenty-seven Serbian word triples were selected. Fourteen consisted of a noun target in nominative case with an inflectionallyrelated form in instrumental case and a derivationally-related verb form. For example, the nominative target BROD, meaning boat, was paired with its instrumental BRODU and with BROD!, the third person singular of the verb meaning to sail which is derivationally-related to BROD, the target. The remaining thirteen triples consisted of verb targets in one of three singular person forms with another inflected form of that same verb and with the agentive derived from that verb. For example, the target PEVA, meaning he sings, was paired with PEVAM, meaning I sing, and PEVAC, meaning singer. All words were highly familiar, contained between three and seven letters, and were printed in Roman script. They are listed in Appendix 1. Twenty-seven orthographically and phonemically regular pseudowords were generated by changing one or two letters (vowel with vowel or consonant with consonant) in bases of other real words. Triplets were generated for these pseudowords in a fashion analogous to that for words (i.e., affixes were real).
A member of each morphologically-related word (and pseudoword) triple appeared once as a target and once as a prime. In the identity condition, the same form occurred twice. In the inflectionallyrelated condition, the prime was another inflected form of the target and it necessarily preserved word class. In the derivationally-related condition, the prime was a verbal form for noun targets and a noun form for verb targets. Inflectionally and derivationally related primes were each one or two letters longer than the target and within a pair, overlap was perfectly matched phonemically as well as orthographically. Finally, the full target was contained within the inflectionally and derivationally related primes. For example, both BRaD! and BRODU are each one letter longer than and include the target BROD. Primes and targets were separated by an average of 10 intervening items with a range was of 8 to 12 items.
Procedure. Individually tested subjects performed a lexical decision task. On each trial, a visual fixation signal accompanied by an auditory signal appeared for 200 ms then a target letter string printed in upper case was presented for 750 ms. As each target letter string appeared on the CRT of an Apple II computer, the subject pressed a telegraph key with both hands to indicate whether or not it was a word. A press of the farther key signaled "yes" and the closer key, "no". Reaction time was measured from the onset of the letter string. The interval between subject's response and the onset of the next experimental trial was 2000 ms.
Design. For Experiment 1, three test orders each containing 114 items were created. Half of the items were words and half pseudowords. Fiftyfour items were primes and fifty-four items were targets. Words and pseudowords were presented equally often as primes and as targets. In addition, there were six filler items introduced to maintain the requisite lags. Each test order included nine tokens of each of the three types of primes (viz., identity, inflectional, derivational) and across test orders, each target was preceded by all three types of prime. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three test orders and a practice list of ten items preceded each experimental list.
Results and Discussion
Errors and extreme response times (greater than 2 SD or less than -2 SD from each subject's mean) were eliminated from all reaction time analyses. Accordingly, about 4% of all responses were eliminated. Table 3 summarizes the mean recognition times over subjects for target words and pseudowords preceded by identity, inflectional and derivational primes and for the first presentation of those same words as a prime.
Analyses of variance were performed on target latencies for words and pseudowords using subjects (FlJ and items (F2) as random variables. The analysis included the first presentation of the target as the no prime condition, targets preceded by themselves as the identity condition, targets preceded by an inflected form and targets preceded by a derived form. For words, there was a significant effect of type of prime on target latencies [Fl(3, 78) = 15.66 MS e = 641, p < .001; F2(3,78) = 8.13, MS e = 1597, p < .001] but the effect of prime with the error measure missed significance [Fl(3, 78) = 2.66, MS e = 46, P < .054; F 2 (3,78) = 0.88]. The results of planned comparisons on decision latencies indicated that facilitation from derivationally-related primes was significantly weaker than facilitation from inflectionally-related primes [Fl(1, 26) (I) Facilitation was assessed by examining differences in latencies (and errors) to targets preceded by a prime and to first presentations of targets. Consequently, prime presentations necessarily occurred earlier in the list than did targets. Because there is evidence that latencies get faster as subjects proceed through the list, and because facilitation following derivations tended to be weak relative to facilitation following inflections, it is important to determine whether or not facilitation from derivations was correlated with serial position of the prime. In Experiment 1, the correlation between serial position of the prime and the difference between latencies for first presentations and latencies following derivational primes was r = -.048. Therefore, the magnitude of facilitation was not distorted by the no prime baseline. Note, however, that any potential baseline problem is not relevant when comparing facilitation following inflectional and derivational primes because position of the target (and the target item) were identical.
The present experiment with Serbian materials replicates previous findings in the same language (Feldman & Moskovljevic, 1987; Feldman & Fowler, 1987) as well as other languages (Fowler et aI., 1985; Bentin & Feldman, 1990) . Specifically, relative to a no prime condition, morphologically-related word forms facilitated each other at lags that average 10 intervening items but pseudoword analogs did not. In summary, facilitation was observed in the pattern of target latencies for all types of morphologicallyrelated primes and the amount of facilitation varied by type of prime. It is interesting to note that although identity and inflectional primes tended to yield statistically equivalent facilitation in earlier studies (e.g., Feldman , under some circumstances derivations have been observed to produce facilitation that was significantly reduced relative to the identity condition (Feldman & Moskovljevic, 1987; Exp. 2; Schriefers et al., 1992) . Nevertheless, no published experiment with Serbian materials included, or even permitted, a direct comparison between inflectional and derivational types of primes.
The present study extends previous repetition priming results in Serbian by contrasting two types of morphological formations while tightly controlling their similarity. With phonemic and orthographic overlap equated between inflectionally-and derivationally-related prime forms, there was evidence of enhanced facilitation for targets following inflectionally-related primes relative to derivationally-related primes. This distinction can be represented in the lexicon. Perhaps the linkage between whole word forms that share a base morpheme is stronger (or the internal coherence of their constituents is weaker) for inflectionally-related forms than for derivationally-related forms.
Unfortunately, the composition of experimental materials in the present experiment is consistent with another account. In Experiment 1, all derivational formations differed in word class from their morphologically-related target whereas all inflectional formations (necessarily) preserved word class. Specifically, translations of agentives such as singer primed verb targets such as he sings and verb forms such as he sails primed derived noun targets such as boat. While such changes are, in fact, characteristic of derivational processes in all languages, they make an unequivocal interpretation ofthe contrast between inflectional and derivational pairs more difficult.
It is important to note that although, in the repetition priming task, no effects of semantic similarity have been reported with visually presented relatives and lags of 10 items (Bentin & Feldman, 1990; Napps, 1989) or with auditorily presented materials presented successively (Emmorey, 1989 ; but see Radeau, 1983; Slowiaczek, 1994) , it is nevertheless possible that derivations are semantically more distinct from their targets than are inflections and that semantic similarity can, under some circumstances, contribute to the pattern of facilitation. Accordingly, Experiment 2 entailed a comparison of the pattern of facilitation with Serbian inflections and derivations that a) consistently preserved word class, b) were semantically quite close in meaning and c) were constructed with attention to their orthographic similarity to the target.
EXPERIMENT 2
Inflectional affixes tend to alter the meaning of the base morpheme in predictable ways (Aronoff, 1976) whereas the effect of derivational affixes is less consistent. Consequently, inflectional formations tend to be similar in form and meaning to other forms that share a base morpheme (and stem) and differ with respect to inflectional affix whereas derivational formations tend to differ in form and meaning from other forms that share a base morpheme and differ with respect to derivational affixes (and stem). In Serbian it is possible to identify inflection-derivation pairs with only minimal differences in meaning and form.
One such contrast entails verbs that differ with respect to aspect. Generally stated, aspect reflects the temporal properties of the verb. These include inceptive forms of stative verbs and iterative forms of verbs that describe discrete events.
All the experimental materials for Experiment 2 were verb forms. Targets were preceded by identity, inflectionally-or derivationally-related primes. Inflected primes were other forms of the same verbs that differed in person. Derived primes were forms of lexically-distinct verbs composed from the same base morpheme that differed in aspect and person from the target word. The manipulation on derivation alternated perfective and imperfective forms. Semantically, this distinction is relatively minor entailing contrasts between semantic notions such as completed and progressive actions in HE SAT DOWN and HE WAS SITTING or between events and states such as HE RECOGNIZES and HE KNOWS. (Note that progressivity is grammaticalized in English whereas stativity is lexicalized (Lyons, 1977) ). It is important to underscore, however, that in Serbian, unlike English, the perfective and imperfective forms of the verbs included in the present study are considered distinct lexical entries.
It is relevant to note that there is no consensus about the morphological status of aspectual formations either across languages or across theorists (compare Anderson, 1982 with Bybee, 1985 . In the present study, it is assumed that aspect is a derivational process. It is restricted by its meaning to a particular semantic class of Serbian verbs (Partridge, 1964 in Bybee, 1985 . Moreover, it was also always the case that two distinct verbal entries existed in the dictionary. Note however, that these formations do not change word class as is typical of derivational formations. In Experiment 2, aspect was marked by the addition of either a prefix or an infix to the base morpheme. Consequently, forms related by inflection shared both a base morpheme and a stem (base morpheme plus derivational affix) whereas forms related by derivation shared a base morpheme but differed with respect to stem. For example, the words OBARIM and BARIM are both formed from the base BAR and the inflectional affix 1M. They differ with respect to the presence of a prefix which is part of the stem. Accordingly, the stems are OBAR and BAR, respectively.
The outcome of Experiment 1 indicated that with controls for orthographic overlap, the lexical representation of morphological relatedness by inflection and derivation differed. If this outcome reflects type of morphological relation as distinguished from effects of preserving or altering word class, then consistent with the results of Experiment 1, in Experiment 2 facilitation from primes that are inflectionally-related to their targets should be greater than from primes that are derivationally-related. Of course, the absence of a difference is ambiguous. It could indicate that the effect observed in Experiment 1 does reflect changes in word class between prime and target. Alternatively, it could indicate that aspect in Serbian is not a derivational relationship but rather, a less general inflectional relationship.
If, as sometimes claimed (e.g., Taft & Forster, 1975; Bergman, Hudson, & Eling, 1988) , prefixes but not other affixes are stripped from the base before lexical access is attempted, then the pattern for prefixed primes should differ from that of infixed primes. Alternatively, if activation in repetition priming is based on the stem (base plus derivational affix) rather than the base alone as sometimes claimed (Burani & Laudanna, 1992) then infixed forms should show a pattern similar to that of prefixed forms. Because inflections shared both base and stem whereas derivations shared a base morpheme only, derivations should produce weaker facilitation than inflections whenever the stem and base morpheme differ.
In summary, as in Experiment 1, patterns of facilitation for primes related by inflection and by derivation are examined in Experiment 2. Both inflectional and derivational primes always included the full base morpheme and their inflectional affixes were matched for letter length. In contrast to Experiment 1, in which orthographic and phonological overlap was perfectly matched but word class differed between derivational but not inflectional primes, in Experiment 2, the presence of a prefix or an infIx rendered inflectional primes more similar to their targets than derivational primes (that included no affix) but all were verb forms.
Methods
Subjects. Thirty-six first year students similar in characteristics to those of Experiment 1, participated in Experiment 2. None had participated in Experiment 1.
Stimulus materials. Forty-eight Serbian word triples were selected. Each included three verb forms: a target verb, a prime that was inflectionally related and a prime that was derivationally related to the target. Targets consisted of present-tense verb forms in the third person plural. Each was composed of a base morpheme and an aspectual affix. Inflected forms were first person singular of those same verbs. Derived forms were first person singular of different verbs formed from the same base morpheme without an aspectual affix. (These forms are designated as derived because they are related by derivation to the target.) Inflectional and derivational primes were always presented in the same person and number. Items are listed in Appendix l.
Typically, the target and inflected prime were imperfective forms and the derived prime was perfective. They were all formed from the same base morpheme but, because of the addition of an affix, they differed with respect to their stems. Derivation was defined relative to the target rather than on an isolated word. Structurally, all members of a triple were composed of the same base morpheme but differed with respect to the presence of an affix, either prefix or infix. For example, perfective forms of the base morpheme BAR, meaning cook, included BARIM, BARIS, BAR!.. .BARE whereas imperfective forms such as OBARIM, OBARIS, OBAR!...BARE include the prefix O. Other than the prefix or infix, the orthographic and phonemic overlap of primes and their morphologically-related targets was perfectly controlled by selecting third person plural forms ending in E as targets and necessarily as identity primes (e.g., OBARE), forms ending in 1M (e.g., OBARIM) as inflectionally-related primes and verbs differing in aspect (e.g., BARIM) as the derivationally-related primes. Perfective forms of the base morpheme GUR, meaning push, include GURAM, GURAS, GURA ... GURAJU whereas imperfective forms such as GURNEM, GURNES, GURNE. ..GURNU include the infix N. For infixed relatives, targets and identity primes ending in U (e.g., GURNU), inflectional primes ending in EM (e.g., GURNEM) and derivational primes ending in AM (e.g., GURAM) were presented where inflectional and derivational primes were always in the same person and number. In summary, the orthographic and phonological similarity of both inflectional and derivational primes was matched to the target so that both included the full base morpheme although due to the prefix or infix, overall overlap for inflectional forms was slightly greater than that for derivational forms.
Pseudoword triples were created by substituting vowels or consonants within other base morphemes in order to create meaningless bases that were orthographically legal. To these, real inflected affixes were appended in order to create sets of pseudowords that differed only with respect to affix. The distribution of pseudoword affixes was matched to those for words. Pseudoword targets were preceded by identity, inflectionally-(or derivationally-) related pseudoword primes or by a real word prime. The value in including a word prime with a pseudoword target was to examine whether facilitation in repetition priming extends to strings without lexical status.
Three test orders were created. Each contained 200 items and included equal numbers of word and pseudoword targets preceded an average of ten items earlier in the list by a morphologicallyrelated prime. In each test order, eight tokens for each· of the three types of prime were presented. Across the three test orders, each word or pseudoword target was preceded by all three types of morphologically related primes. In contrast to previous repetition priming studies, here pseudoword targets were preceded 33% of the time by a word prime formed from the same base morpheme.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
Mean decision latencies (for responses less than 2 SD or greater than -2 SD from each subject's mean) and error rates in Experiment 2 are summarized in Table 3 Table   4 . They indicate no effect of lexical status of the prime on pseudoword target latencies.
The magnitude of facilitation was significantly greater for prime-target pairs related by inflection than for pairs related by derivation. Thus, facilitation in repetition priming was once again sensitive to type of morphological relation when word class and formal properties of the affixes were controlled. Assuming an appropriate baseline, derivational primes produced significant facilitation relative to the no prime condition for prefixes although not (statistically) for infixes. More importantly, derivational primes produced significantly reduced facilitation relative to the inflectional primes. The present results replicate the general pattern of morphological relatedness in the repetition priming task including the different patterns of facilitation following inflectional and derivational primes that was observed in Experiment 1. 
EXPERIMENT 3
The natural confound between inflections and derivations noted above was eliminated in the third experiment. Specifically, forms related by inflection tend to be more similar in terms of orthography and phonology than forms related by derivation. This is because derived forms share a base morpheme but differ with respect to derivational affix and therefore stem whereas inflected forms share both their base morpheme and their stem. The materials for Experiment 3 consisted of another set of verbs related by aspect. In each instance, two entries were formed around the same base morpheme; however, they differed with respect to the set of inflectional affIXes each required. That is, many items shared both their base morpheme and their stem and they differed only with respect to their thematic vowel (Scalise, 1984) . If differences between facilitation by inflection and derivation are observed with the materials of Experiment 3, they cannot be attributed to orthographic overlap or to repetition of the base morpheme but not the stem.
Methods
Subjects. Thirty-six first year students similar in characteristics to those of the first two experiments participated in Experiment 3. None had participated in Experiments 1 or 2.
Stimulus materials. Twenty-six word triples in Serbian were selected. Each included three verb forms: a target verb, a prime that was inflectionally-related, and a prime that was derivationally-related to the target. Targets consisted of present tense verb forms in the first or third person plural. Inflected forms were first person singular of those same verbs. Derived forms were first person singular of different verbs formed from the same base morpheme that differed in the temporal qualities of the action they conveyed. Inflectional and derivational primes were always presented in the same person and number. Items are listed in Appendix 1.
The orthographic and phonemic overlap of primes and their morphologically-related targets was carefully controlled and two patterns were included. Structurally, all members of a triple in the matched pattern were verbs constructed from the same base morpheme and stem but they differed with respect to the (thematic) vowel around which the inflectional affix was formed. For example, in one pattern, perfective forms of the base morpheme NOS meaning carry are generally formed around the vowel I such as NOSIM, NOSIS NOSI...(but) NOSE whereas imperfective forms are generally formed around A such as NOSAM, NOSAS NOSA... NOSAJU. Forms ending in E served as targets and necessarily as identity primes (e.g., NOSE), forms ending in 1M or EM (e.g., NOSIM) served as inflectionally-related primes, and verbs differing in aspect (e.g., NOSAM) served as the derivationally-related primes. Thirteen such pairs were selected. Thirteen pairs followed a second unmatched pattern in which the inflectionallyrelated prime overlapped by one or two letters more than did the derivationally-related prime. For example, forms ending in AMO (e.g., NAZIVAMO) served as targets and as identity primes, forms ending in AM (e.g., NAZIVAM) served as inflectional primes and forms ending in EM (e.g., NAZOVEM) served as derivational primes. Note that for these triples, inflectional primes preserved both the I and A vowels of the target whereas the derivational primes did not.
Pseudoword triples were created by substituting vowels or consonants within other base morphemes in order to create meaningless bases that were orthographically legal. To these, real inflected affixes were appended in order to create sets of pseudowords that differed only with respect to affix. As with words, pseudoword targets were preceded by identity, inflected and derivationally-related primes. Inflected and derived forms consisted of a nonsense base morpheme with a legal affix. The distribution of pseudoword affixes was matched to those for words.
In summary, as in Experiments 1 and 2, both inflectional and derivational primes always included the full base form and their affixes were matched for letter length. In contrast to Experiment 1, in which orthographic and phonological overlap was perfectly matched but word class differed between prime and target, derivational as well as inflectional primes in Experiments 2 and 3 preserved word class of the target. In contrast to Experiment 2, in which orthographic and phonological overlap between inflectional and derivations primes was not perfectly matched, in Experiment 3 matched and mismatched overlap was systematically manipulated. In the condition in which orthographic and phonological overlap were mismatched, inflectional primes were more similar to their targets than were derivational primes because the inflectional primes (i.e., those ending in AM) preserved the vowels of the target form whereas none of the derivational primes did. In the condition in which orthographic and phonological overlap were matched, inflectional and derivational primes were equally similar to their targets.
Three test orders were created. Each contained 114 items and included equal numbers of word and pseudoword targets preceded an average of ten items earlier in the list by a morphologicallyrelated prime. In each test order, four or five tokens of each of the three types of matched and unmatched primes were presented. Across the three test orders, each word or pseudoword was preceded by all three types of morphologically related primes.
Procedure. The procedures were identical to those of Experiments 1 and 2.
Results and Discussion
Mean decision latencies (for responses less than 2 SD or greater than -2 SD from each subject's mean) and error rates in Experiment 3 are summarized in Table 5 The pattern of target latencies indicated that identical repetition and inflectional primes both produced significant and equivalent facilitation. Matched derivational primes produced significantly reduced facilitation relative to the inflectional condition and significant facilitation relative to the no prime condition. The present results replicate previously observed effects of morphological relatedness in the repetition priming task and extend those results by revealing a significant distinction between the effect on targets of inflectional and derivational primes that share both their stem and their base morpheme.
Effects of orthographic and phonologic overlap between prime and target on the pattern of facilitation across prime types were systematically examined because inflectional relatives tend to be more similar than derivational relatives. Matched and mismatched overlap never interacted with type of prime although planned comparisons indicated that the difference between targets preceded by inflections and by derivations was statistically more reliable for matched pairs than for mismatched pairs. This pattern is not anticipated if differences in magnitude of facilitation between inflectionally-and derivationally-related primes reflects extent of orthographic overlap with the target. Moreover, because the semantic differences between inflectional and derivational relatives was small, it cannot readily be attributed to greater semantic overlap for inflections relative to derivations.
The materials selected for Experiment 3 are unique in that for many items inflectional and derivational relatives were both formed around the same base morpheme and differed only with respect to the vowel from which the inflectional affixes were formed. Because no derivational affix was introduced, relatives shared both their base morpheme and their stem. Thus, the results of Experiment 3 indicate that the difference between inflections and derivations in the repetition priming task cannot be attributed to greater facilitation for stems than for bases.
In the present study, morphological relatives produced facilitation to target decision latencies in the repetition priming task but the interpretation of these lexical decision results is not straightforward. It has been suggested that the results obtained with this task may reflect binary decision processes that are specific to this task (Balota & Chumbley, 1984) or alternatively that expectancy and post-lexical mechanisms are involved as well as lexical activation (Neely, 1991) . Obviously, it is important to provide converging evidence from other experimental tasks for the contribution of morphology to word recognition. In the three remaining experiments, morphological effects are investigated in a new experimental task.
EXPERIMENT 4
The outcome of the first three experiments using the repetition priming paradigm suggested processing differences between inflectional and derivational formations. Another source of evidence for the role of morphology in lexical processing derives from the pattern of errors observed in the production of spontaneous speech (Cutler, 1980; Dell, 1986; Fromkin, 1973; Garrett, 1980 Garrett, , 1982 Stemberger, 1985) . One prevalent type of error entails the reordering of morphemic elements so that the stem or affix of a word migrates from the intended word to another site. The pattern for stems and affixes tend to differ (Garrett, 1976) . Although there are confounded prosodic differences, this observation has been interpreted as evidence that the base morpheme and inflectional components of a morphologically complex word are separable. Moreover, when word final elements are misordered, those that are morphemic are. more likely to shift than are phonemically equivalent but nonmorphemic segments (Sternberger, 1984) and this difference cannot be attributed to frequency differences (Dell, 1990) . Finally, inflectional affixes are more likely to migrate than are derivational affixes (Garrett, 1982) . Collectively, these observations indicate that the constituent structure of morphologically complex words is available to the production mechanism and are consistent with the claim that inflectional and derivational forms may be treated differently (see also Badecker & Caramazza, 1989; Miceli & Caramazza, 1988) .
In Experiments 4, 5 and 6, an experimental task inspired by the pattern of speech errors in spontaneous speech was developed in order to provide converging evidence for the claim that the morphological constituents of a word can be available to a processing mechanism. The segment shifting task entails deliberately shifting segments from a source word to a target word and rapidly naming the product aloud. The experimental manipulation exploits the fact that the morphemic structure of many words is not wholly transparent and that the same sequence of letters (e.g., ER) can function morphemically in one context (e.g., DRUMMER) and nonmorphemically in another (e.g., SUMMER). Letter sequences which are morphological in the context of some source words and nonmorphological in the context of others were shifted onto the same target word. Pronunciation latencies for the same targets formed from morphemic and nonmorphemic source words are compared. The segment shifting procedure used in Experiment 4 is depicted in Figure L 
Methods
Subjects. Twenty-six students at the University of Belgrade participated in the experiment in partial fulfillment of the requirements for an Introductory Psychology course. All had experience with reaction time studies but none had participated in previous experiments in this study. The data from nine addition subjects were eliminated because their error rates exceeded 20%.
Stimulus materials. Sixteen pairs of Serbian words were constructed for each of two morphological types and these constituted the source words for Experiment 4. Each pair of source words included a morphologically complex word composed of a base morpheme and a morphological suffIx and a morphologically simple control word. The control word ended with the same sequence of letters that functioned morphemically in its pair. Morphemic and nonmorphemic endings were controlled for phonemic and syllabic structure ( Tyler & Nagy, 1989) . The Serbian analog of inflected
words such as WINNING and matched morphologically simple words such as INNING constituted an inflectional type pair. For example, inflectional source words consisted of masculine singular instrumentals such as PRESOM, which means press, and nonmorphemic controls consisted of morphologically simple words ending with the same sequence of letters without a morphemic function such as PRELOM, which means fracture, in nominative case. Note that the OM sequence appeared on morphemic and nonmorphemic source words of equal length and that source and target words were semantically unrelated.
A second morphological type consisted of homographic morpheme affixes. Pairs of source words consisted of morphologically complex source words with morphological affixes that were compatible with the target word (same syntactic category and gender) and morphologically complex source words that were not. That is, the Serbian analog of nominal or verbal S was shifted to another word of the same (consistent) or a different (inconsistent) word class. For example, the nominative plural I from CEVI, meaning pipes, or the third person singular I from CEDI, meaning he wrings was shifted to the target word RAD in order to form the word RADI meaning he works. Note that in both source words the I is morphemic. What differs for homographic affixes is the consistency or inconsistency of the syntactic category of the source word and the target word. Source words for the segment shifting experiments are described in Table 1 and are listed in Appendix l.
Procedure. Following the presentation of a fixation point for 200 ms, a source word with a portion underlined appeared for 500 ms. Immediately afterwards, the target word appeared below the source word and a clock started. Both words remained visible for 1500 ms. A blank field followed the display and lasted for 2000 ms.
Subjects were instructed to segment and shift the designated segment from a source word onto a target word and to name the new result aloud as rapidly as possible. For example, the OM of the source word PRESOM was underlined and subjects were instructed to shift that sequence of letters to the target word TOP in nominative case in order to produce TOPOM, which means cannon in instrumental case. Onset to vocalization was measured and errors were recorded. A sequence of 13 practice items preceded the experimental list which included eight tokens each in the morphemic-nonmorphemic and morphemicincompatible conditions.
Results and Discussion
Means for Experiment 4 are summarized in Table 6 . All correct scores less extreme than 3 SD from the mean for each subject were included in an analysis of variance (approximately 14% of all scores were eliminated) and revealed a significant effect ofmorphological type (inflection/homograph) [Fl(1, 25) For the homographic morpheme type, where the consistency or inconsistency of the syntactic category of the source word and the target word was varied, no significant effects of consistency (-6 ms) were observed. Shifting rates for "I" segments derived from verbal and nominal source words were statistically equivalent.
The outcome of Experiment 4 was that morphological segments were shifted from source words to targets words more rapidly than their phonologically-matched controls, but that syntactically congruent and incongruent morphological affIxes did not differ. This result suggests that the component structure of morphologically complex words is available to the language processing mechanism and that morphemes as contrasted with phonemes are the relevant units. The observed effect could reflect the lexical representation of morphological structure such as the process of segmenting, from the source, a sequence of letters that constitutes a morphemic component and of affixing that sequence to the target. That is, segmentation of morphological units could underlie the effect. Similarly, it is possible that the internal structure of words composed of multiple morphemes differ in their coherence relative to morphologically simple words. It should be pointed out that coherence, defined in terms of sequential probabilities between letters, is a not plausible account, because the composition of morphemic and nonmorphemic sequences was well matched in this study (see also Rapp, 1992) . Nevertheless, the representation of morphologically complex words may encompass their sub-word units, and morphological coherence may be relevant. In summary, morphemic affixes were more easily segmented from a source word than were nomnorphemic controls presumably because the availability of sublexical morphological components determined morphological coherence. In effect, the imposed shifting of letter sequences from morphologically-simple words is difficult because it is arbitrary, whereas the shifting of letter sequences from morphologically-complex words is relatively easy because it is principled and follows morphological structure.
EXPERIMENT 5
The purpose of Experiment 5 was to replicate the results of the previous experiment and to allow a new comparison between inflectional and derivational morphological types. In an attempt to increase the magnitude of the effects observed in the previous experiments, the segment of the source word that subjects had to shift was not specified when the source word appeared. Instead, it was indicated 750 ms later and was simultaneous with the appearance of the target word. The comparison between inflectional and derivational affixes was again examined. If the constituent structure of inflections is more transparent than that of derivations, then effects should be more systematic for inflections. Finally, if the segment shifting effect is sensitive to strategies imposed by the subject and if subjects anticipate segmenting morphological affixes, then limiting preparation time before the onset of the target may increase the magnitude of the effect because the component structure of the morphemic source word, but not its control, will be available before it is visually specified.
Methods
Subjects. Twenty-four students at the University of Belgrade participated in Experiment 5 in partial fulfillment of the requirements for an Introductory Psychology course. All had experience with reaction time studies but none had participated in previous experiments in this study. No subject's data were eliminated because of error rates in excess of 20%.
Stimulus materials. Eighteen pairs of Serbian words were constructed for each of two morphological types and these constituted the source words. Each pair of source words included a morphologicallY complex word (composed of a base morpheme and a morphological suffix) and a morphologically simple control word. The control word ended with the same sequence of letters that functioned morphemically in its pair. Inflectional type source words consisted of first person singular verbs ending in EM such as KRADEM, which means I steal, and nonmorphemic controls consisted of morphologically simple words ending with the same sequence of letters without a morphemic function such as BADEM, which means almond, in the nominative case. Note that the EM sequence appeared on morphemic and nonmorphemic source words whose length differed by no more than one letter.
A second morphological type consisted of agentives which are derivational morphemes. These pairs of source words consisted of morphologically complex source words and morphologically simple source words ending in the sequence AR or AC. For example, derivaJional source words consisted of agents such as CUVAR, meaning guard, in nominative case and nonmorphological controls consisted of morphologically simple words such as STVAR, meaning thing, in nominative. In both cases, the AR was shifted to the target word RAD in order to form the word RADAR, meaning worker. Subjects were instructed to add the shIfted segment from the source word to the target word and to name it aloud.
Procedure. In an attempt to increase the size of the effect observed in the previous experiment, the presentation conditions of Experiment 5 were modified. The segment of the source word that subjects had to shift was not indicated at the same time that the source word appeared. That is, the source word first appeared alone and without underlining. After 750 ms, the target word appeared below the source word, the segment of the source word that subjects had to shift was underlined, and a clock started. A blank field followed the display and lasted for 2000 ms.
Subjects were instructed to segment and shift the designated segment from a source word onto a target word and to name the new result aloud as rapidly as possible. For example, the EM of the source word JEDEM was underlined and subjects were instructed to shift that sequence of letters to the target word KUJE in order to produce KUJEM, which means I hammer. Onset to vocalization was measured and errors were recorded. A sequence of 13 practice items preceded the experimental list which included nine tokens of morphemic and nonmorphemic source words in the inflectional and derivational conditions.
Results and Discussion
An analysis of variance on correct latencies less extreme than 3 SD from the mean for each subject (approximately 6% of all responses were eliminated) revealed significant effects of morphological type (inflection/derivation) [Fl(I, 23 .11]. With the error measure, neither the main effect nor the interaction of affix by type approached significance. Means are summarized in Table 7 .
Numerical differences for agentive derivational affixes were reduced and in the opposite direction relative to those of inflectional affixes although there was no significant interaction. Nevertheless, a planned comparison conducted on means for each subject indicated that inflectional affixes were shifted faster than their nonmorphological controls [Fl(I, 23) =8.15, MS e =1201, P < .009] and a test conducted on means for each item showed the same trend [F2(1,17) =2.68, MS e = 2393, P < .12]. No effects were significant for derivational affixes, however.
The outcome of Experiment 5 was that inflectional but not derivational segments were shifted from source words to targets words more rapidly than from their phonologically-matched controls. This result suggests that the component structure of morphologically complex words is sometimes available to the language processing mechanism and again, that base morphemes as contrasted with phonemes are the relevant units. Numerically, the effect was comparable to that of Experiment 4 suggesting that restricted preparation time did not alter the processes involved in this task. Times were longer overall but error rates decreased. Importantly, the relation between speed and accuracy across experiment did not differ by experimental condition.
The linguistic productivity and lexical structure of inflectional as contrasted with derivational formations noted above leads one to expect inflectional affixes to show enhanced effects relative to derivational affixes and the effect of morphological status was significant only for inflections in Experiment 5. The sixth experiment in this series also compares inflections and derivations in a more complex version of the segment shifting task. An attempt at replication of differences in inflectional and derivational processing with different materials necessitated a modification of the segment shifting procedure described above. In this experiment, as in the previous segment shifting experiments, subjects had to shift the affix from the source word to the target word. In contrast to the procedure of the previous experiments, in Experiment 6, subjects had to delete the original affix on the target word before substituting the shifted segment. As in Experiments 4 and 5, subjects had to name the resulting word aloud. The addition of this step whereby subjects had to delete the original affix (or its orthographically and phonemically matched control) rendered the task more difficult but it permitted the comparison of morphological constructions for inflectional and derivational formations to be expanded.
Methods
Subjects. Twenty-six students from the same population as those in previous experiments participated in Experiment 6. None had participated in previous experiments in this study.
Stimulus materials. Materials consisted of thirty-six Serbian word pairs including equal numbers of inflectional and derivational morphological types and their nonmorphemic controls. As in the previous experiment, the inflectional type consisted of first person singular verbs such as PROGONIM, meaning I capture, and their nonmorphemic controls such as SINONIM, meaning synonym. They were shifted to inflected targets such as DELE, meaning they share. In the present experiment, in order to respond DELIM, meaning I share, subjects had to delete the original affix (viz., E) and substitute the 1M affix. The derivational type contrast consisted of singular diminutives ending in ICA such as BASTICA, meaning little garden, and their controls such as KOSTICA, meaning seed. They were shifted to target such as BUBA, meaning bug and subjects responded BUBICA, meaning little bug.
Procedure. The procedure of Experiment 6 was like that of Experiment 5 (but not 4), in that the segment of the source word that subjects had to sl).ift was not specified at the same time that the source word appeared. Instead, it was indicated after 750 ms when the target word appeared. However, in both the inflectional and derivational conditions of Experiment 6, subjects had to drop the original (morphemic) affix on the target and to substitute the affix from the source word. That is, the final vowel on words such as BACE and BUBA was deleted before adding 1M or ICA respectively. Finally, filler trials in which no portion was underlined were also included. In those cases, subjects were required to repeat the target word in its original form.
Nine tokens in the morphemic and nonmorphemic conditions were included for both the inflectional and derivational conditions.
Results and Discussion
An analysis of variance on correct latencies less extreme than 3 SD from the mean (so that approximately 6% of all responses were eliminated) revealed a significant effect of morphological type (inflection/derivation) [Fl(l, 25) The effect of morphological status of affix (56 ms) was significant for inflectional type pairs [Fl(l, 25) = 14.01, MS e =2960, P < .001)] by subjects and was marginally significant by items [F2(l,34) =3.24, MS e =7182, p < .08)]. For derivational pairs, the effect was in the opposite direction (-11 ms) and was not significant [Fl(1, 25) = .54]. The significant effect for inflections and the nonsignificant change in direction for derivations produced the marginally significant interaction of affix by morphological type. For errors, the effect of morphological type was significant by subjects [Fl(1, 25) =9.82, MS e =575, P < .005; F2(1,34) = 7.73, MS e = 398, p < .09] but the main effect of morphological status and the interaction of contrast by type did not approach significance. Because latency and error patterns for the targets following inflected primes in Experiment 6 suggested a speed accuracy tradeoff, correlations between measures were computed. Neither the correlations for morphemic and nonmorphemic conditions separately nor the pooled correlation approached significance. Evidently, latencies did not decrease as errors increased.
The results of Experiment 6 are consistent with the segment shifting results of the previous experiments whereby morphological segments are shifted faster than their nonmorphemic controls. The pattern of errors goes in the opposite direction but it was not statistically significant nor was it produced by a speed-accuracy tradeoff. Although the results with items as a random factor are weak, the pattern was replicated with (a) the inflectional affixes for instrumental nouns in Experiment 4 (b) first person singular verbs in Experiments 5 and 6. The set of experimental materials for Experiment 6 required a modification to the experimental procedure whereby the original affix on the target word had to be deleted before the shifted segment could be appended and it allowed a valuable replication of the previous results. Specifically, the effect of segment shifting was significant for inflectional pairs but not for derivational pairs. These results are consistent with the linguistic distinction between morphological types noted above and with the pattern of production error whereby inflections enter into speech errors more frequently than do derivations (Garrett, 1980) . This finding suggests that the morphological structure of inflectional and derivational formations does differ.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In the repetition priming paradigm, the pattern of facilitation among lexical decision latencies for target words that were preceded by morphological relatives provided evidence that skilled readers of Serbian are sensitive to the constituent structure of morphologically complex words. It was not necessary for identical forms to be repeated in order to reduce target decision latencies. Repetition of the same base morpheme in a different but related morphologically-complex word also produced facilitation. Evidence of morphological relatedness in repetition priming is consistent with the results of similar studies conducted across a variety of languages and morphological contexts, and generally, it is interpreted as evidence that morphology is represented in the lexicon.
Similarly, the failure to find facilitation in lexical decision among target pseudowords that were preceded by other pseudowords constructed from the same meaningless base morpheme and real morphemic suffixes, or by words constructed from the same meaningful base morpheme in an illegal combination with a real affIX, is consistent with the outcome of other studies that have used this experimental task. Although small facilitation effects for pseudoword targets sometimes have been reported in lexical decision with repetition priming (e.g., Bentin & Feldman, 1990) , it is never the case that pseudoword effects are numerically larger than word effects and most typically they are smaller. It has been suggested that for pseudowords, under some encoding conditions, the advantage of repeating the same or a very similar orthographic and phonemic pattern is offset by the inappropriateness of responding "word" to a familiar pseudoword pattern (Balota & Chumbley, 1984; Duchek & Neely, 1989; Feustel, Shriffrin & Salasoo, 1983) . That is, familiarity offsets any advantage associated with repeating a "no" response.
The present experiments conducted with Serbian materials permitted a rigorous comparison of two types of morphological formations. When inflectionally-and derivationally-related prime-target pairs were compared, significantly greater facilitation was observed for inflectional relatives than for derivational relatives. This finding was observed in Experiment 1, in which derivational formations differed in word class from inflectional formations but were equally similar with respect to phonological and orthographic overlap, in Experiment 2, in which all formatives were verbs and targets following derivationally-related primes differed with respect to the addition of either a prefix or a suffix, and in Experiment 3, in which one half of the primes were perfectly matched for overlap as well as word class with their targets and one half shared one letter more in the inflectional condition than in the derivational condition.
When derivationally-related prime-target pairs were compared with first presentation, significant facilitation was observed for agentives in Experiment 1, for prefixed targets in Experiment 2, and for mismatched pairs in Experiment 3. Facilitation following derivational primes was not significant in the analysis by subjects for infixed items (Experiment 2). The planned comparison by items for matched items (Experiment 3) was not significant although the latency differences were consistent with a pattern of facilitation. The reliability of facilitation from derivationallyrelated primes may be low and the no prime baseline may overestimate the magnitude of facilitation (but see discussion of results for Experiment 1-3). However, the same pattern was observed in three experiments. Moreover, when the planned comparisons for no prime and derivational conditions in the three experiments (five conditions) were combined into one statistical test (Winer, 1971 p.49) , results indicated that facilitation was significant [X 2 (10) = 48.21 P <.001 for subjects and X 2 (10) = 38.97]p <.001 for items. In summary, although there is a tendency towards facilitation of targets following derivational primes, because targets always occurred slightly later in the session than their primes, the facilitation effects with derivational relatives should be interpreted with caution.
It is unlikely that the effect of morphological relatedness can be described in terms of the pattern of activation between the orthographic and perhaps phonological units that constitute a word. This claim is based on a) the pattern of facilitation for morphologically-related primetarget pairs in which the base morpheme does not always retain the same form, b) the absence of facilitation among morphologically-unrelated prime-target pairs that are similar in form, c) statistically significant differences in patterns of facilitation to targets primed by inflectional and derivational relatives that are matched or nearly matched to the target for similarity of form, and d) the effect of morphological status on segment shifting for inflectional affixes but not for derivational affixes. The separate bases for these claims will now be summarized.
In previous repetition priming studies, changes in spelling or pronunciation between morphologically-related prime and target did not diminish the magnitude of facilitation to target decision latencies relative to morphologically-related primetarget pairs with no change. For example, Serbian forms that undergo palatalization (e.g., NOZI), forms with letter deletion (e.g., PETKU) and regular forms (e.g., NOGOM) all produced equivalent target (e.g., NOGA, PETAK) facilitation (Feldman & Fowler, 1987) . Similar results in repetition priming have been reported in English for moderately irregular forms such as SLEPT-SLEEP (Fowler et al., 1985; Napps, 1989; Stolz & Feldman, in press; cf. Stanners et al., 1979) . In addition, recognition latency to inflected verb forms was sensitive to frequency of citation forms (and cumulative frequency for all regular forms) both when they differed in spelling (Kelliher & Henderson, 1990) and when spelling was preserved (Katz, Rexer & Lukatela, 1991; Nagy, Anderson, Schommer, Scott & Stallman, 1989) . That is, a contribution of both citation frequency and cumulative frequency of morphologically-related forms to recognition latency was observed even when the orthographic and phonological form of the base morpheme was not preserved. Equivalent patterns of influence for morphologically-related words with differing orthographic and phonological form and for words with similar form are problematic for any model that assumes that the base morpheme alone or a pattern of activation over its letter or phoneme units underlies morphological effects. In summary, patterns of facilitation in repetition priming suggest that the underlying morphemic representation is abstract enough to tolerate at least moderate orthographic and phonological variation.
Whereas formal similarity of morphologically unrelated words can produce inhibition in some presentation formats when items are presented close in succession (Grainger, Cole, & Segui, 1990; Laudanna et al., 1992; Segui & Grainger, 1990; Stolz & Feldman, in press ) , at long lags it is the case that the formal similarity of morphologically unrelated primes and targets (e.g., pairs such as DIET and DIE) does not result in priming either in English (Hanson & Wilkenfeld, 1985; Napps & Fowler, 1987; Stolz & Feldman, in press) or in Serbian (Feldman & Andjelkovic, 1992; Feldman & Moskovljevic, 1987; ) . For example, for primetarget pairs formed from unrelated homographic base morphemes (e.g., BOR) such as BOHAMA (dative plural of BORA meaning wrinkle) and BOROVI (nominative plural of BOR meaning pine), no effect of formal similarity was observed for inflectionally complex words at lags of ten items in repetition priming (Feldman & Andjelkovic, 1992) . Stated generally, whereas or-thographically similar form plays a role at short lags, at long lags, as in the repetition priming task, there was neither a facilitative nor inhibitory effect on the target of orthographic and phonological similarity between morphologicallyunrelated prime and target.
The primary finding of Experiments 1, 2 and 3 was that inflectional primes produced significantly greater facilitation than did derivational primes and that derivational primes produced facilitation relative to the no prime condition. This outcome was observed under experimental conditions that a) perfectly matched formal overlap of prime and target but left word class free to vary (Exp. 1), b) perfectly controlled word class by using only verb forms and manipulated position in which affix was added and c) perfectly controlled word class by using only verb forms but matched letter overlap of inflectional and derivational relatives on only one half of the items (Exp. 3).
It is evident that the lexical representation of inflectional and derivational formations must differ. Several accounts have been proposed. It has been suggested that, in the lexicon, the linkage between whole word forms that share a base morpheme is stronger for inflectionally-related forms than for derivationally-related forms or that the connections between components must be stronger for inflectional than for derivational formations. This is consistent with the linguistic claim that the component structure of inflectionally-related forms is more transparent than that of derivationally-related forms. Alternatively, as noted above, inflectional formations tend to share a base morpheme and stem and differ with respect to inflectional affix whereas derivational formations tend to share a base morpheme and differ with respect to derivational affixes and stem. Accordingly, if both stems and bases are taken as units to be activated in repetition priming, then the difference between inflections and derivations could reflect redundant activation for inflections relative to derivations. Results of Experiment 3 indicate that this account is incomplete, at best. Inflectional relatives like NOSIM and derivational relatives like NOSAM share both base morpheme and stem but they did not produce equivalent target facilitation.
Results of the segment shifting task also provide compelling evidence that the morphological status of a word's constituents influences performance in recognition tasks. Although differences between inflectional and derivational affixes were weaker in this task, in that analyses by items tended to have significance levels around p < .10, a similar outcome was observed in three experiments with different manipulations on inflectional affixes. Importantly, the results were consistent with those obtained in repetition priming. In the segment shifting task, morphological effects were more reliable for inflectional affixes relative to their controls than for derivational affixes and their controls. Phonological and orthographic properties of a source word were matched in the experimental design and sequences that created morphological segments were manipulated more efficiently than nonmorphological controls over a variety of inflectional environments. The morphological origins of a segment were evident despite the fact that all of the responses articulated by subjects were frequent words and that responses were the same in the morphological and nonmorphological conditions.
In that the internal structure of words formed with inflectional affixation may be more transparent than that of words with derivational affixation, and effects were more reliable for inflections than for derivations, an account of the segment shifting experiments based on ease of segmentation is plausible. Similarly, the emphasis could be on coherence at the boundary between sublexical word units. In languages such as Serbian (and English) in which morphemes are concatenated to form complex forms, there is a temptation to describe morphemes in terms of boundanes between orthographic or phonological sequences of units. As should be obvious from the present discussion, however, these lexical representations must be sufficiently abstract to accommodate changes in form as well as the word context of which the sequence is a part. Admittedly, it is difficult to distinguish between segmentation of and coherence between morphemic components when morphology is concatenated.
An investigation of morphological effects in a nonconcatenative language such as Hebrew is less amenable to an account based on sequence, however. In Hebrew, the root or base morpheme of a word is represented by a discontinuous pattern of (usually) three consonants. Vowels carrying an inflectional function are infixed between these units. Consequently the base morpheme is not realized as an uninterrupted unit within the word. It is necessarily abstract with respect to phonological (and sometimes orthographic) patterning and yet, effects of morphological relatedness have been demonstrated both in repetition priming (Bentin & Feldman, 1990; Feldman & Bentin, 1994) and in segment shifting (Feldman, Frost & Pnini, in press ). In Hebrew, ease of segmentation rather than coherence may provide the more accurate account.
Alternatively, the locus of the segment shifting effect could reflect strategies that vary on a trial by trial basis and reflect compatibility between source and target word. Accordingly, word class compatibility effects for affixes from source and target words would be anticipated. The CEVI-CEDI comparison in Experiment 4 indicated that when affixes were shifted from a source word of the same or a different word class as the target, latencies were equivalent. Similarly, the results of segment shifting experiments in Hebrew (Feldman, Frost & Pnini, in press) indicate that morphological effects can be observed when the affix is shifted to a meaningless target string. Segment shifting effects are not expected on pseudoword targets if the effect reflects compatibility. Evidently, the locus of the segment shifting effect is not yet well understood but, at this point, a lexical locus tied to morphemic as distinguished from orthographic components seems likely.
In summary, two very different experimental paradigms provide strong support for the psychological processing of the morpheme and for a distinction between the processing of inflectional and derivational formations. Similarity of form defined by orthographic and phonological overlap of morphologically-related primes and targets is not a necessary condition to produce facilitation. Similarity of form in the absence of morphological relatedness is not a sufficient condition to produce target facilitation or inhibition at long lags. Patterns of activation over orthographic or phonological units cannot describe morphological effects. Importantly, they cannot account for the differences between inflections and derivations when semantic similarity is controlled. Evidently processing of a word is sensitive to that word's constituent morphemic structure.
